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7
Introduction

The following chapters report on investigations into evolving robot ecosystems

based on the Triangle of Life framework. The Triangle of Life framework

describes such evolving robot ecosystems by distinguishing three necessary

stages in the robots’ life: Morphogenesis, Infancy and Mature Life. During

morphogenesis a newly conceived robot organism is constructed and afterwards

delivered into the world. This newly created organisms’ brain is likely not

adapted to its body, therefore it undergoes learning during an infancy phase.

After graduating from this infancy phase, having picked up crucial capabilities,

the organism reaches fertility and can start having its own offspring during its

adult lifetime.

The main focus in these papers lies in answering the question: How an

artificial life ecosystem of robot organisms could be constructed and operated,
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Chapter 7. Introduction

and what the most important factors influencing the viability of such a system

are. Viability is defined as the ability to maintain a stable population that

neither explodes, nor implodes over time. In summary, we aim to build a stable

ecosystem where organisms move and reproduce autonomously and where both

their bodies and minds are subject to evolution.

Chapter 8 focuses on the infancy period and details our work on gait learning.

The principal challenge behind these investigations is Lifetime Adaptation, in

particular for permanent organisms. Locomotion is the first critical skill newly

born organisms should acquire and the main challenge is that the learning

algorithm should work on arbitrary morphologies that can be produced by

evolution.

Chapter 9 describes the first implementation of the envisioned ecosystem in

the RoboRobo simulator. The reproduction of organisms is achieved by using

the mobile robot modules as developed in the symbrion project as a model,

e.g. the case of transient organisms. We investigated the behaviour of such

a system when reproduction works through the fertilisation of “egg” robots.

Specifically, we did a parameter sweep of some critical system parameters to

see what their influence on the adult organism population was. This system

tackles the principal challenges of Birth and Procreation in particular.

Finally in Chapter 10 we have implemented the Triangle of Life in the

physically realistic simulator Webots, using a physically realistic model of the

Roombot modular robot. We engineered a delivery system for modular robots

to create permanent organisms, and used the lessons learned in Chapters 8 and

9 to develop the system. We review several aspects of the resulting system and

assess its viability. This system implements all components of the Triangle of

Life and is the first implementation that has met all of the principal challenges:

Birth, Lifetime Adaptation and Procreation.
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